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Abstract. In this work, we report a facile route for the synthesis of worm-like mesoporous Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolithic
composites through a direct template sol–gel method, for the photocatalytic degradation of textile dye (acid blue 113)
pollutants. The monolith surface morphology and structural properties have been characterized using p-XRD, HR-SEM–
EDAX, HR-TEM–SAED, TGA, UV–Vis–DRS, PLS, FTIR, XPS and BET analyses. The stoichiometric doping of Fe2 O3
unleashes visible light photocatalytic activity through a red shift in the light absorption character of TiO2 , thereby narrowing
the energy band gap, and an eventual increase in e− /h+ separation centres. The monolithic photocatalyst exhibits better
properties in terms of surface area, pore volume and diameter. The physico-chemical parameters, such as solution pH, dopant
stoichiometry, catalyst quantity, dye concentration, photo-sensitizers and light intensity have been optimized to enhance the
photocatalysis efficiency. The photocatalyst exhibits complete dye mineralization within 0.5 h, and also reusable for five
continuous cycles.
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1. Introduction
Water pollution is one of the major environmental issue,
especially after the industrial revolution that has led to the
enormous discharge of waste in the aquatic ecosystem, in
particular, the contribution from textile and dye industries is
quite significant in the recent decades [1–4]. The growing
environmental concern is mainly attributed to the changing
lifestyle that has led to the generation of new age anti-fading
dyes that are capable of persisting in the environment for a
prolong period due to their extensive thermal and photolysis
stabilities besides resisting biodegradation [5,6]. In addition,
most of the commercial dyes and their breakdown products are
carcinogenic and mutagenic in nature, thereby causing allergies and respiratory diseases to humans and also disrupting
other life forms [7–9]. Besides, the presence of these dye pollutants on the surface water affects the sunlight penetration,
thereby reducing the photosynthetic activity of under-water
plants, which has a serious influence on the aquatic food
chain [10,11]. It is also to note that these pollutants are hazardous even at low concentrations, thereby prompting the
necessity for their immediate dissipation from various aquatic
sources through various environmental remediation processes
[12]. For this process, several treatment techniques, such as
0123456789().: V,-vol

reverse osmosis, electro-floatation, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), coagulation, ozonization, ultra-filtration, etc.,
are in practice for several years [13–17].
Among these, the use of AOPs, in particular, heterogeneous
photocatalysis has achieved tremendous success in degrading effluents through reactive radical intermediates [18,19].
The prominent development started in the early 1970’s by
Fujishima and Honda [20] by subjecting TiO2 nanoparticles
for water splitting studies, thus paving the way for its application as a photocatalyst material for environmental remediation
[21–23]. The supreme features of TiO2 includes high photocatalytic activity, anti-photo corrosion, non-toxicity and high
stability, thus proving to be an ideal candidate for water purification [24]. Moreover, TiO2 is photo-responsive by producing
electron–hole (e− −h+ ) pair quiet easily upon irradiation
with UV–Visible light. The electrons undergo excitation by
creating a hole in the valence band and free electron in the conduction band (oxidizing and reducing species), both exhibit
very good reactivity towards the water molecules adsorbed
on the surface of semiconductor materials [25]. However, the
major disadvantage of TiO2 is its limiting photocatalytic activity to only UV region due to its high energy band gap of
3.2 eV, where visible light photonic excitation is not possible [26,27]. Moreover, sunlight comprises only 3–5% of UV,
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hence to carry out photocatalysis by TiO2 , there is always
a need for artificial UV light source, which is economically
non-viable for all sectors. To tackle this issue, doping of TiO2
with metals and non-metals is feasible approach to bring down
the band gap to visible region by creating interstitial sites
[28–30]. However, nanoparticle photocatalysts inherit serious
drawbacks in terms of their smaller particle size and surface
area, thereby leading to particle aggregation, which eventually
leads to low light capturing, thereby decreasing the photocatalysis efficiency [31]. Moreover, the nano-toxicological
and recovery problems associated with the use of nanoparticles pose a serious health and economic concern [32,33]. So,
the need of the hour is to develop new smart photocatalytic
materials that are both environmentally benign and process
efficient.
In the recent years, mesoporous TiO2 monoliths with crystalline framework is gaining significant attention in the field
of heterogeneous photocatalysis [34]. The use of monolithic
framework draws several advantages in terms of their superior structural properties, such as high surface area, excellent
transport behaviour, tunable pore size and better thermal stability. In addition, the synthesis procedure for these materials
is non-tedious and is possible through soft templating sol–gel
method, thus making it a potential candidate for numerous
applications [35]. Moreover, mesoporous materials exhibit
greater adsorption capacity, which can be fine-tuned towards
the light-induced dissipation of organic pollutants by making use of their high surface area and multiple interparticle
light scattering interactions. Mesoporous TiO2 monolithic
materials have improved the photo-conversion properties due
to the presence of meso- and micro-porous structures, thus
attracting the attention of researchers towards fabrication
of monolithic photocatalyst materials for water purification/remediation applications [36–38]. Boscaro et al [39]
reported on C/N co-doped TiO2 monoliths with hierarchical macro/mesoporous network for the total discolouration
of azo dye Orange G in 1 h time duration under visible
light. Likewise, Thejaswini et al [40] synthesized a wormlike ZrO2 –TiO2 monoliths through neutral template method
to show faster kinetics (0.2 h) for the degradation of NG–
B dye under UV light. Apart from dye degradation, Gomaa
et al [41] constructed a mesoporous blobfish head TiO2 monolithic frame work structure for capturing As(V) species. In this
line, Backlund et al [42] and Yang et al [43] reported on high
surface area TiO2 monolithic materials through template-free
and PEG 2000 surfactant based sol–gel methods, respectively.
However, the literature report indicates that only a handful
of research articles are available towards the synthesis of
TiO2 monoliths, in particular, only limited literature reports
are available on visible light monolithic photocatalyst materials. Thus, to fine-tune these mesoporous TiO2 monolithic
materials towards visible light response, the fundamental
approach of metal ion doping (particularly transition metal
ions) has been widely employed for band gap narrowing.
Among the transition metal ions, iron can serve as effective doping, owing to its distinct physical properties along
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with its relative abundance and non-toxic nature that facilitate both process simplicity and eco-friendliness. In this line,
Zhang and Reller [44] synthesized Fe3+ -doped mesoporous
TiO2 powders and studied its phase conversion as a function of
dopant ratio and calcination temperature. Similarly, GarcíaMuñoz et al [45] reported on the synthesis of mesoporous
Fe2 O3 –TiO2 powders for the photodegradation of norfloxacin
at 405 nm using LED light irradiation. Likewise, Zou et al [46]
synthesized Fe3+ -doped and N-co-doped mesoporous TiO2
microsphere nanoparticles for the visible light photodegradation of rhodamine-B and methylene blue. Furthermore,
Patra et al [47] have synthesized a reusable TiO2 –Fe2 O3
heterogeneous catalyst, for the dehalogenation reactions,
by using sodium dodecyl sulphate as the surface directing agent. Considering the limited developments towards
the synthesis of monolithic designs for visible light-induced
heterogeneous photocatalysis, we have reported on the first
approach towards the development of visible light photoactive mesoporous Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolithic composite
materials.
In this paper, we discuss on the strategies adopted towards
the synthesis of the crack-free monolithic composite materials using a tri-block copolymer (pluronic F127) as the surface
directing agent, along with n-dodecane as the swelling agent
in controlling the mesoporosity of the monolith. For shifting the optical response of the TiO2 monoliths to visible
light region, we chose a low-cost dopant in the form of Fe2
O3 . The choice of the dopant (Fe3+ ) is also associated with
its close resemblance of its ionic radii (0.069 nm) to Ti4+
(0.075 nm), thereby providing effective lattice intercalation
by Fe3+ ions within the TiO2 framework. Besides, iron (in
its trivalent state) as dopant has a half-filled electronic configuration, thereby serving as an efficient acceptor–donor
system. The stoichiometric content of Fe3+ impregnation creates impurity energy levels between the valence band and the
conduction band of TiO2 , thereby preventing the e− −h+ pair
recombination effect through shallow trapping, thus increasing the optical absorption to the visible light region. The
photocatalysis process efficiency of the monolithic photocatalyst has been evaluated using acid blue 113 (AB–113, as the
model textile dye pollutant, by optimizing all the analytical
parameters.

2. Experimental
2.1 Chemicals
Chemicals such as titanium (IV) isopropoxide (Ti(OiPr)4 ),
pluronic F127, n-dodecane, and FeCl3 ·6H2 O are procured
from Sigma-Aldrich and are used without any purification.
The buffer solutions used for pH adjustment are maintained by 0.2 M solutions of chloroacetic acid–acetic acid
(pH 1–3), sodium acetate–acetic acid (pH 4–6), ammonium acetate–ammonium hydroxide (pH 7–8) and ammonium
chloride–ammonium hydroxide (pH 9–10). AB-113 is used
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as the organic dye pollutant for photodegradation studies
(AB-113; chemical formula: C32 H21 N5 Na2 O6 S2 ; molecular
weight: 681.6; λmax : 550 nm) is purchased from SigmaAldrich. All the chemicals and solvents that are used for
photocatalyst synthesis and analytical studies are of ≥99%
purity. Ultrapure deionized water is used for the entire photocatalysis studies.
2.2 Instrumentation
The wide angle and low angle powder X-ray diffraction
(p-XRD) patterns are recorded using Bruker (D8 advance
model) X-ray diffractometer in the range of (2θ ) 10−90◦
and 0.2−10.0◦ , respectively. FEI Quanta FEG 200 model
high-resolution scanning electron microscope coupled with
energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (HR-SEM–EDAX) are
used to study the surface morphology and the mapping
analysis. For transmission electron microscopy–selected area
electron diffraction (TEM–SAED) analysis, a Tecnai G2 20
S-Twin model high resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) is used for high resolution morphology
studies. Quanta chrome ASiQwin model BET analyzer containing automated gas sorption analyzer is used for surface
area (BET) and pore volume (BJH) analysis. A PHI 5000
Versa Prob-II model X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS)
with monochromatic AlKα radiation (150 W, 15 kV and
1486.74 eV) is used to study the oxidation state and surface
composition. The Cary eclipse model spectrofluorometer is
used for photoluminescence spectral (PLS) analysis to study
the e− /h+ pair recombination effect. A Jasco V670 model
UV–Visible spectrophotometer with diffused reflectance integrating sphere (DRS) is used for band gap measurements.
A thermoscientific (Nicolet iS10 model) Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer is used to confirm the
functional groups of the monolithic network. The Seiko (SII
7200 model) thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is carried out
to study the thermal stability and hydrophilicity character
of the mesoporous monoliths. The monolith calcination is
performed using a Nabertherm (B10-LT5/11 model) muffle
furnace. The Heber scientific (HIPR-MP400 model) annular
type photoreactor equipped with visible light lamps, is used
for photocatalytic studies.
2.3 Synthesis of mesoporous Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths
Mesoporous Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths with different
dopant stoichiometries (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 mol% of
Fe2 O3 ) are synthesized using an instant direct templating
microemulsion sol–gel method. For the monolith synthesis, a
1.5 g of pluronic F127 and a 3 g of Ti(OiPr)4 are dissolved
in 6 g of ethanol at 50◦ C to obtain a homogeneous solution.
To the above clear solution, 0.5 g of n-dodecane and 0.16 g
(for 2 mol%) of FeCl3 ·6H2 O are added systematically. To the
resulting colloidal solution, 6 g of H2 O/HCl (pH 1.2) mixture is added and stirred for 1 h for the process of gelation
through hydrolysis and condensation of inorganic precursors.
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The obtained gel is transferred into a closed container and
allowed to age at 40◦ C for 10 h to promote the slow evaporation of organic solvents, thereby reducing the rapid shrinkage
in the monolith network. The gel form of the monolith is
calcined at 450◦ C for 6 h at a heating rate of 2◦ C min−1
for the complete removal of the surfactant (organic) template
and inorganic impurities. The Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolithic
photocatalysts are characterized and used for the visible lightinduced photocatalysis of textile dye pollutants.
2.4 Photocatalysis methodology
The synthesized monolithic photocatalysts are evaluated
through their degradation efficiency of AB-113 dye solution
of specific concentrations under visible-light irradiation. For
this, an appropriate amount of Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 photocatalysts (of varying dopant stoichiometries) are added to the
pH-adjusted dye solution with appropriate buffer solutions.
The dye solutions are equilibrated under dark for 0.5 h in
the presence of monolithic photocatalyst materials to ensure
the elimination of background reduction in dye concentration
through adsorption on the photocatalyst. For the photocatalysis studies, the volume of AB-113 dye solution has remained
a constant, with variations in analytical parameters, such
as solution pH, dye concentration, photocatalyst quantity,
dopant stoichiometry, light intensity, etc. The dye solutions
are irradiated under visible light using a 300 W cm−2 tungsten lamp as the visible light source, inside a photoreactor
setup. During the process of irradiation, a known volume
of dye solution is withdrawn individually at specific time
intervals, and analysed using UV–Vis spectrophotometry to
monitor the decrease in dye concentration through their relative absorbance at 550 nm (λmax ). This decline corresponds
to the dissipation of dye molecules into colourless fragments
that eventually leads to the complete dye mineralization.
To optimize the photocatalytic process, various physicochemical factors that may influence photocatalytic dye degradation have been studied under visible light along with the
photocatalyst.
2.5 Proposed mechanism of photocatalysis
The plausible mechanism of photocatalytic degradation of
AB-113 dye pollutant by Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths in the
presence of visible-light irradiation, is shown in scheme 1.
The valence band (VB) of the pure TiO2 comprises mainly
of 2p orbital state of oxygen, and the conduction band (CB)
composes of 3d, 4s and 4p orbitals of Ti with the 3d orbital
occupying the lower energy state. The energy gap between
VB and CB of pure TiO2 is about 3.2 eV, which makes the
light absorption properties to operate within the UV region.
However, the doping of Fe3+ with TiO2 will introduce an
imperfection site in between the VB and CB of pure TiO2 with
an energy band gap of about 2.1 eV. This impurity level can act
either as an electron acceptor or electron donor. Hence, due to
the introduction of such defect levels, the charge transfer or
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Scheme 1. Graphical representation of the photocatalytic mechanism of Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolithic composite.

migration becomes much feasible, thus decreasing the extent
of e− –h+ recombination. The Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith
energy band gap narrows down up to 2.4 eV, which upon
visible light irradiation results in the electronic excitation of
4s energy level of Fe3+ to either its own CB state or to the
CB 3d orbital state of TiO2 , thus making it possible to create e− −h+ pairs through low energy light absorption. The
life time of such pairs last longer, since their recombination
becomes very difficult as the impurity levels trap the electrons
almost irreversibly. The presentation of the possible sequence
of the photocatalysis process that results in reaction state intermediates that lead to the generation of reactive radical species
for dye degradation and mineralization, is depicted below:
TiO2 + hυ −→ h+ + e− ,
Fe3+ + e− −→ Fe2+ ,

(1)
(2)

Fe2+ + hvb + −→ Fe3+ ,
Fe3+ + hvb + −→ Fe4+ ,
Fe4+ + e− −→ Fe3+ ,

(3)
(4)
(5)

Fe3+ + OH −→ Fe3+ + OH− .

(6)

The excitation role of Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith under visible irradiations arises from the energy level of dopant to the
CB of TiO2 . The Fe3+ will absorb the low energy photons
(λ > 400 nm) to produce Fe4+ ions and an electronic excitation to the CB state of TiO2 . The formed intermediate Fe4+
reacts with the hydroxyl groups (equation 6) to produce the
hydroxyl (OH• ) radicals. The electrons present in the TiO2 CB
•
reacts with dissolved O2 to form superoxide (O−
2 ) radicals
•
that eventually produce OH species through intermediate
•
radicals are
sequences [48]. The generated OH• and O−
2
powerful oxidizing agents that are capable of mineralizing
the AB-113 dye molecules in aqueous medium.
Fe3+ + hυ −→ Fe4+ + e− ,
Fe4+ + OH− −→ Fe3+ + OH• ,

(7)
(8)

•
O2 + e− −→ O−
2 ,

(9)

•
−
+
O−
2 + e + 2H −→ H2 O2 ,
•
•
−
O−
2 + H2 O2 −→ OH + OH + O2 ,

e− + H2 O2 −→ OH• + OH− .

(10)
(11)
(12)

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Material characterization
The crystalline phase of the synthesized TiO2 monoliths are
analysed by p-XRD. Figure 1a illustrates the XRD pattern for
the TiO2 monoliths that are calcined at different temperatures,
where the TiO2 monolith calcined at 450◦ C for 3 h exhibits
a pure anatase phase with a predominant diffraction peak at
(2θ ) 25.3◦ with hkl reflections (101) plane that matches with
the JCPDS no. 21-1272. However, with increasing temperature from 450 to 550◦ C, the TiO2 monolith exhibits a mixed
composition of anatase and rutile phases in the ratio of 1:3.
Further, at 650◦ C, the XRD pattern reveals a complete phase
transformation to the rutile phase, which is characterized by a
major diffraction peak at 27.4◦ (2θ ) with hkl reflections (110)
that matches with the JCPDS no. 01-072-4815. In general,
anatase phase of TiO2 exhibits better photocatalytic activity when compared to its rutile phase, which is attributed to
the presence of indirect band gap with a longer life time of
photo-excited electrons and holes. It is also inferred that the
monoliths calcined above 450◦ C do not yield any beneficial
photocatalytic activity, thus signifying the importance of calcination temperature in fine-tuning the material properties.
Figure 1b shows the XRD pattern for the different mole% of
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith materials, where all the samples
exhibit a strong anatase phase TiO2 with characteristic diffraction peaks. It can be inferred that the synthesized Fe2 O3 -doped
TiO2 monoliths did not show any diffraction peaks that correspond to the rutile phase and also any impurity peaks upon
doping with Fe2 O3 (up to 3 mol%). However, it is noticed that
the intensity of the diffraction peaks decreases with increasing Fe3+ doping, which is attributed to the lattice distortion
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Figure 1. Wide-angle XRD spectra for TiO2 monolith: (a) as a function of calcination temperature and (b) doped with different
stoichiometric ratios of Fe3+ . (c) Low-angle XRD spectra for undoped and Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monoliths. (d) XRD spectra for 2 mol%
Fe3+ -doped TiO2 photocatalyst, before and after five cycles of reuse.

of TiO2 due to the intercalation of Fe3+ ions into the periodic
crystal lattice. This eventually induces a minor lattice strain
that alters the lattice periodicity, thereby decreasing the crystal symmetry. Interestingly, the XRD spectra did not reveal
any diffraction peaks corresponding to Fe2 O3 or Fex Ti1-x O4
due to the relatively low dopant content with respect to TiO2 .
Furthermore, to confirm the mesoporous nature of the synthesized TiO2 monoliths, the low-angle XRD shows an intense
diffraction peak at 0.8◦ (2θ ), as shown in figure 1c. However,
with increasing dopant (Fe2 O3 ), an increase in peak intensity
and broadening are observed due to the enhancement in the
order of pore arrangement. The XRD pattern (figure 1d) for
the reused (2 mol%) Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith reveals the
unaltered structural characteristics of the synthesized photocatalyst even after five cycles of repeated usage for the

photocatalytic studies, thereby confirming its durability and
reusability characters. The crystalline size of the mesoporous
monoliths has been calculated from the integral width of the
diffraction peaks using Debye–Scherrer equation, as shown
below:
D = K λ/β cos θ.
Here, D is the average crystal size, K the shape factor (0.9), λ
the X-ray radiation wavelength (1.540 Å for CuKα), β the line
width at half maximum peak height and θ is the diffraction
angle.
XPS analysis for the Fe2 O3 -doped mesoporous TiO2 monoliths confirms the elemental presence and their respective
oxidation state existence within the monolithic framework.
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Figure 2. (a) Wide range XPS survey spectra. (b–d) High resolution XPS spectra for Ti 2 p, O 1s and Fe 2 p orbitals of 2% Fe3+ -doped
TiO2 monolith.

Figure 2a shows the full range XPS spectra for the synthesized
photocatalyst, which confirms the predominant presence of
Ti, O and Fe, in addition to carbon traces (C 1s) that could
probably be an instrumental impurity or associated during
sample preparation. Figure 2b depicts the high resolution
Ti 2p core level spectrum with two major peaks at 456.4 and
463.4 eV that correspond to the binding energy of Ti 2p3/2 and
Ti 2p1/2 states due to the spin-orbit splitting confirms the predominant presence of Ti in Ti4+ ionic state in the monolith
framework with characteristic sharp and intense peak. Figure 2c shows that the high resolution O 1s spectra with a predominant peak around 527.5 eV, which is characteristic peak
of O2− present in TiO2 lattice, and another narrow shoulder
peak at 529.2 eV corresponds to the hydroxyl groups occurred
from either surface OH groups or the adsorbed OH− species.
The high resolution XPS Fe 2p core level spectra is shown
in figure 2d. From this, it can be noticed that Fe 2p3/2 and
Fe 2p1/2 peak binding energies at 710.5 and 726.4 eV
reciprocate to the Fe3+ oxidation state of the dopant. The
shakeup satellite peak obtained at 721.3 eV and fragile

peaks around 714.3 and 730.2 eV suggest the presence of
Fe2+ ions [49].
The BET surface area and BJH pore volume for the
undoped and Fe2 O3 -doped mesoporous TiO2 monoliths
have been analysed through nitrogen adsorption–desorption
isotherm, as shown in figure 3. The results reveal that both
doped and undoped monoliths exhibit H1 hysteresis loop with
type IV isotherm pattern, which confirms the presence of a
mesoporous network, as shown in figure 3a. Besides, the pattern of hysteresis loop indicate the presence of long range
orderliness of the mesopores across the Ti–O–Ti channels.
The bare TiO2 shows a BET surface area of 150.23 m2 g−1 ,
which decreases to 92.36 m2 g−1 with 2 mol% Fe2 O3 doping
of TiO2 . In addition, the pore-size distributions calculated
by employing the BJH model reveal that the bare TiO2
(0.25 cm3 g−1 ) is little higher than the Fe2 O-doped TiO2
(0.31 cm3 g−1 ) due to lattice interaction of the Fe3+ dopant.
However, the tuneable mesopore diameter for undoped and
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths are 6.54 and 17.53 nm, respectively, as shown in figure 3b. This increase in pore diameter
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Figure 3. (a) N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm. (b) BJH pore-size distribution for undoped and 2% Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monolith.

for Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 further confirms the inclusion of Fe3+
into TiO2 lattice. This improvement in pore diameter provides favourable condition for the better adsorption of dye
molecules on the active surface of monolith materials, which
eventually leads to an enhancement in the photocatalytic
activity.
HR-SEM images (of varying resolutions) for the 2 mol%
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths reveal that the monoliths are
having a worm-like crystal aggregate structure comprising
of well-defined porous frame work with densely packed
porous monolith network, as shown in figure 4a–c. The
highly ordered rough surface morphology of the monolith framework also accounts for its surface area. The
long range continuous porous network structure can hold
up greater number of dye molecules along with its associated water molecules, thereby felicitating effective and
efficient photocatalytic activity. The elemental image mapping shows a uniform distribution pattern of the Fe2 O3
dopant across the TiO2 monolithic framework, as shown in
figure 4d–f.
TEM images manifest that the 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2
monoliths have a uniform frame-work with small dispersed
particles, thereby confirming the mesoporous network with
appreciable surface area that facilitates easy adsorption of
dye molecules, as shown in figure 5a–b. HR-TEM image
(figure 5c) shows the lattice fringes of the doped monolith with a d-spacing value of 0.324 nm, thereby confirming
its crystalline anatase phase. SAED pattern for the 2 mol%
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith confirms its micro-crystalline
nature with the absence of diffraction rings corresponding to
rutile phase, as shown in figure 5d. EDAX elemental composition analysis of 2 mol% Fe3+ -doped TiO2 clearly indicates
the stoichiometric presence of Fe3+ in the TiO2 monolith, as
seen in figure 5e.

The effectiveness in charge carrier trapping of the synthesized Fe2 O3 –TiO2 monolithic composite has been studied
through its relative PL intensity, which is directly proportionate to the e− /h+ recombination effect, as shown in figure 6a.
Since the reactive oxygen species are generated by the reaction of electrons and holes with water and oxygen, the e− /h+
recombination will decrease the number of free e− ’s and h+ ’s,
which reduces the photocatalysis process. The PLS spectra
of Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monoliths with varying dopant contents
from 0.5 to 3 mol%, show a PLS emission at 375 nm with the
2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 exhibiting the least PL intensity
with respect to the bare TiO2 monolith. This can be explained
by the fact that with increasing dopant stoichiometry, the
dopant ions and crystal defects come closer, thereby providing
greater interaction between the Fe2 O3 and TiO2 energy levels
that eventually result in the transfer of emission energy. This
observation is also discussed during the photocatalysis studies, where an increase in photocatalytic activity is noticed with
increasing dopant concentration from 0.5 to 2 mol%. However, with further increase in dopant content (>2 mol%), the
PL emission intensity increases. From the obtained results,
it has been inferred that 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths show the least PL intensity with enhanced photocatalytic
activity due to the stoichiometric presence of Fe2 O3 that
prevents the e− –h+ recombination inside the TiO2 lattice
framework.
The optical properties of the undoped and (0.5–3 mol%)
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths were investigated using UV–
Vis–diffused reflectance spectral measurements, as shown in
figure 6b. It has been noticed that all the synthesized TiO2
anatase phase monoliths come under the category of indirect
band gap semiconductor materials that leads to the enrichment of the photogenerated carriers’ life period. The optical
band gap energy of the Fe2 O3 -doped monoliths of varying
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Figure 4. (a–c) HR-SEM images and (d–f) elemental mapping of Ti4+ , O2− , Fe3+ ions for 2% Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monolith.

dopant stoichiometric contents are calculated by using the
Kubelka–Munk method, which is extended to Tauc’s plot
using the following equation:
(αhυ)2 = A(hυ − E g )1/2 ,
where hυ is the photon energy, A the constant, α the attenuation constant and E g the band gap energy.
From the spectral data, it is clear that with the increasing
Fe2 O3 content, the band gap energy decreases due to the red
shift in the absorption edge towards the visible region. This
red shift occurs due to the d–d transition of Fe 3d orbitals
to TiO2 CB. The E g values are found to be 3.26, 2.94, 2.62,
2.54, 2.44 and 2.30 eV for different concentrations at 0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2 and 3 mol% of Fe3+ doping, respectively. It is noticed
that the 3 mol% of Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith shows the
lowest band gap energy value when compared to 2 mol% of
Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monolith. However, the photocatalytic studies indicate that only 2 mol% of Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith
shows better photocatalytic activity. This is attributed to the
fact that the energy gap of 2.30 eV for 3 mol% of Fe2 O3 dopant
leads to higher e− /h+ recombination effect, thereby retarding the reactive radical formation, thus reducing its process
efficiency.
FTIR spectra of the pure and 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2
monoliths show an intense broad band between 3642 and

2856 cm−1 , which is attributed to –OH stretching vibration of hydroxyl groups present in the TiO2 surface and
their corresponding bending vibrations were occurred at
1634.54 cm−1 , as shown in figure 7a. In addition, the presence of water molecules that are adsorbed in the mesoporous
monolith network is also accounted to these vibrational
frequencies. The vibrational modes of the Ti–O–Ti bonds
for the bare TiO2 is associated at 526.12 cm−1 and for the
2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 , it appears at 518.27 cm−1 . The
slight shift in vibrational frequency confirms the lattice intercalation of the Fe3+ dopant in the TiO2 lattice [50]. The
low intensity spectral peak at 2392 cm−1 is assigned to
the dissolved or atmospheric CO2 present in the monolith
samples.
TGA of the bare (undoped) and 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped
TiO2 monoliths have been carried out under N2 atmosphere with a temperature range of 30−800◦ C, at a heating
rate of 10◦ C min−1 , as shown in figure 7b. In the TG
curves, in the first stage, i.e. from 30 to 150◦ C, is associated with a weight loss of 1.05 and 7.10%, for the bare
and Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths, respectively. This region
of weight loss is attributed to the process of dehydration
of the adsorbed water molecules, after a specific period
of equilibration with the synthesized monolithic materials.
The results confirm that water retaining capacity of the
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith is greater than the bare TiO2
monolith. The high water retaining capacity of the doped
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Figure 5. (a–c) HR-TEM images, (d) SAED pattern and (e) EDX analysis of 2% Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monolith.

Figure 6. (a) PL spectra and (b) UV–Vis–DRS plot for different mole ratios of Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monolith.

TiO2 monolith is also supported by the BJH plot data,
which shows the increase in pore diameter upon Fe2 O3 doping. This enhances hydrophilic nature of the Fe2 O3 -doped

TiO2 monoliths, thus favouring greater interaction of the dye
molecules with the photocatalyst active sites through better accessibility, which is mediated by the adsorbed water
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Figure 7. (a) FTIR spectra and (b) TGA plot for undoped and Fe3+ -doped TiO2 monoliths.

molecules, thereby accelerating the dye degradation kinetics. In the second stage, i.e., from 150 to 450◦ C, a weight
loss of 1.02% for the undoped TiO2 and 3.05% for the
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith is noticed, which accounts
for the presence of organic impurities. In the third stage,
i.e., beyond 450◦ C, a residual weight loss of <1.5% was
noticed for the Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith, which is associated with the trace presence of inorganic impurities.
3.2 Influence of physicochemical parameters on
photocatalysis
The narrowing of energy band gap of bare TiO2 (anatase)
from 3.26 to 2.30 eV through stoichiometric Fe2 O3 doping
ensure the facileness for visible-light photocatalysis. In addition, the XRD results clearly indicate the key role of dopant
content on the photocatalytic efficiency through variations in
the photoactive anatase phase composition in the doped TiO2
monolith materials. To monitor the process efficiency, the synthesized Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith is subjected to AB-113
photodegradation studies under visible light (300 W cm−2 ).
Figure 8a shows that among all the Fe2 O3 -dopant stoichiometries, the use of 2 mol% of Fe2 O3 doping exhibits >98.5%
AB-113 dye degradation within 2 h of 300 W cm−2 visible
light irradiation. The order of different dopant stoichiometries
is in well accordance with the data obtained from PL studies
with bare (undoped) TiO2 monolith demonstrating the least or
marginal photocatalytic activity in visible light, as expected.
From the results, it is inferred that 2 mol% Fe2 O3 doping (E g
of 2.44 eV) to be the most favourable dosage for efficient photocatalytic activity, in spite of 3 mol% Fe2 O3 doping offering
an E g value of 2.30 eV. The reason behind the superior photocatalytic activity of (2 mol%) Fe2 O3 doping is due to the
fact that until the point of threshold level, Fe3+ dopant acts
as e− –h+ pair separation centres. In fact, the irradiation of

Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths produces e− –h+ pairs and as
the CB energy level of Fe2 O3 is located below the CB energy
level of TiO2 , thereby causing the migration of the exited electrons in the TiO2 CB to the Fe2 O3 CB, as depicted earlier in
scheme 1. The generated holes are also transferred to Fe2 O3
VB from TiO2 VB energy state. Thus, the generated Schottky barrier and internally electric field heterojunction led to
an increase e− –h+ separation efficiency [51]. Thus, all these
factors favour the use of 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith,
as the suitable photocatalyst material, for the photocatalytic
degradation of AB-113 dye molecules.
With the selection of ambient dopant stoichiometry, the efficiency of dye degradation has been analysed as a function of
solution pH, which happens to be a crucial parameter in evaluating the aqueous medium efficacy of the photocatalyst, which
has been depicted in figure 8b. The studies have been performed using a specific quantity of 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2
monolithic photocatalyst, in the presence of 300 W cm−2 visible light irradiation. The nature of solution pH has significant
impacts on the protonated (acidic pH, TiOH+
2 ) and deprotonated (alkaline pH, TiO− ) forms on the monolith surface
without affecting the interior Ti–O–Ti skeleton frame. The
point of zero charge (PZC) for TiO2 is at pH 6.2, which plays
a significant factor on the surface existence of TiO2 in the protonated and deprotonated forms. Hence, it is quite likely that
a dye molecule of AB-113 nature, which is basically an azo
chromophore will undergo reductive cleavage by the influence of photo-excited CB electrons in acidic conditions. This
can be observed in the pH-dependent degradation studies and
the faster and efficient dye degradation is found in the acidic
region (2–5) with a maximum of ≥99.5% degradation at
pH 4. The maximum efficiency at pH 4 is attributed to the fact
that the dianionic form (disulphonic acid group) of the AB113 dye molecules shows greater electrostatic interaction with
the protonated (TiOH+
2 ) monolith surface, thus enabling faster
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Figure 8. Effects of (a) Fe3+ doping, (b) solution pH, (c) amount of catalyst, (d) dye concentration, (e–g) photosensitizers and (h) light
intensity on AB-113 dye degradation.

dye dissipation. However, at neutral or alkaline conditions, the
presence of TiO− form is dominant, thereby inducing repulsive action with respect to the dianionic azo dye scaffold, thus
reducing the photocatalytic efficiency. In addition, the decline
in rate of photocatalyst at pH < 4, is due to the huge presence
of H+ ions that generated in the reaction mixture in acidic
medium that not only deposit on the surface of TiO2 monolith, but also partially block the mesopores, thereby reducing
the easy access of dye molecules towards the active sites
present in the monolith. Hence, pH 4 is chosen as the optimum
solution pH for potent photocatalytic degradation of AB-113
dye molecules with the designed monolithic photocatalyst
material.
The amount of photocatalyst required for the complete
dissipation of the target pollutant of any specific concentration is important to evaluate the process efficiency. In this
line, a series of photocatalysis experiments using 20 ppm
of dye solution at pH 4 with increasing catalyst quantity
ranging from 25 to 150 mg of 2 mol% Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2
monolith has been carried under visible light (300 W cm−2 ).
Figure 8c reveals an increase in the rate of dye degradation
kinetics with respect to the increasing photocatalyst amount
up to 75 mg is due to the effective and greater availability of the active sites for better accessibility and adsorption
of dye molecules on the photocatalyst. However, a decline
in the dye degradation kinetics beyond 75 mg of catalyst
quantity is attributed to the excess availability of the photocatalyst in the aqueous medium that creates a light shielding,
thereby hindering the light penetration deep down the solution bulk. This causes the loss of photon interaction with the
photocatalyst surface present at the lower half of the solution bulk, thereby hampering the reactive radical formation
through phonon-mediated surface reactions. Hence, the data

indicates that the use of 50–75 mg of photocatalyst quantity
will be adequate for the efficient dissipation of the textile dye
pollutants.
The process efficiency depends on the extent of dye
degradation/dissipation, which is also proportionate to the
concentration of dye molecules in the aqueous medium. To
study the role of dye concentration on the extent of dissipation,
various concentrations (5–50 ppm) of AB-113 dye solution
are subjected to visible light irradiation in the presence of photocatalyst, as shown in figure 8d. The data shows that beyond
30 ppm of dye concentration, there is a decline in the degradation process efficiency, which is due to the greater number
of dye molecule scaffolds on the surface of photocatalyst.
This prevents the effective interaction of the photons with the
monolithic photocatalyst, thereby reducing the formation of
OH• and O−•
2 radicals for dye dissipation. From the obtained
results, it is clear that within the photoreactor chamber, it is
possible to dissipate ≥95% of dye solution (30 ppm) using
75 mg of photocatalyst (2 mole% Fe2 O3 doping) at a solution
pH of 4 within 1.5 h of visible light (300 W cm−2 ) irradiation.
One of the common features noticed in heterogeneous photocatalysis is the recombination of e− –h+ pairs that eventually
decreases the effective dissipation of pollutant molecules.
Hence, it is necessary to seek an alternate approach to reduce
this effect to the possible extent. One of the prominent method
is the addition of photo-sensitizer additives to the aqueous
solution, which can act as electron acceptors, thereby avoiding the de-excitation of the electrons to their valence state. For
this, photosensitizing additives, such as acetone, H2 O2 and
KBrO3 of varying concentrations were employed to enhance
the dye-degradation kinetics under optimized experimental
conditions. Figure 8e–g shows the photocatalytic degradation
kinetics of AB-113 dye (30 ppm) solution in the presence
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Comparison of process efficiency of the proposed work with monolithic literature reports.

Monolithic photocatalyst
TiO2 monolith
Nitrogen-doped TiO2 monolith
Sn/Nd-codoped TiO2 monolith
SrTiO3 −TiO2 monolith
Carbon supported TiO2 monolith
Fe–Ni@SiO2 monolith
Fe3+ /TiO2 monolith
TiO2 −SiO2 monolith
Double pore structured
TiO2 /SiO2 monolith
Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monolith

Target pollutant

Light source

Methyl orange
Rhodamine B
Methyl orange
Rhodamine B
Methyl orange
Rhodamine B
Remazol brilliant red
X-3BS (RbX)
Acid red-85
Methylene blue

UV
Visible
UV
Visible
UV
Visible
UV

Acid blue-113

Visible

of specific concentrations of electron acceptors. The plots
indicate that the best degradation results are obtained with
1 mM of H2 O2 within 0.5 h of photocatalysis. However, with
increasing H2 O2 concentration from 1 to 2 mM, the dye degradation decreases, which is attributed to the excess presence of
H2 O2 molecules through external inclusion, in addition to the
H2 O2 molecules produced by TiO2 monolith upon irradiation
with the aqueous solution. The excess H2 O2 concentration
leads to the scavenging effect of OH• radicals and holes that
are present in the VB state. However, in the case of acetone
and KBrO3 , only ≥90% dye degradation is achieved within
0.5 h of visible light (300 W cm−2 ) irradiation with increasing photosensitizer concentrations. However, the overall dye
degradation kinetics is relatively faster in the presence of
photosensitizers when compared to experimental conditions
without photosensitizers.
Finally, the intensity of the light source used, plays a vital
role in controlling the dye degradation ability, as the photocatalysts efficiency varies with the energy of the light source used
in the photoreactor. For this study, tungsten filament lamps of
varying light intensities, i.e., 150, 300 and 500 W cm−2 are
used to study the dye degradation under optimized experimental conditions (in the presence of 1 mM H2 O2 ), as shown in
figure 8h. The plot reveals the best degradation results that are
noticed with both 300 and 500 W cm−2 lamp sources, where
≥99% dye degradation is achieved within 0.5 h of irradiation.
The reason for better photocatalytic activity at higher light
intensities is due to the greater number of photons involved in
the photoexcitation of electron–hole pairs, which accelerates
the photo-oxidation/reduction of the organic dye molecules.
However, it is recommended not to use a 500 W cm−2 lamp,
owing to its excess heat generation during the process of irradiation, which could damage the photoreactor. Hence, the
use of 300 W cm−2 tungsten filament lamp proves ambient
and adequate for the number of photons to interact with the
dye molecules adsorbed on the surface of the mesoporous
monolithic photocatalyst. Based on the dye degradation

UV
300 W Xe

Degradation kinetics (min)

Ref.

>60
>120
20
>120
120
35
180

[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]

10
60

[59]
[60]

≤30

Present work

photocatalysis results, the superiority of the proposed method
is compared with the literature reports, which is shown in
table 1.

4. Conclusion
We have synthesized a highly ordered continuous framework
of mesoporous Fe2 O3 -doped TiO2 monoliths using a triblock
copolymer namely pluronic F127, as the surface directing
agent via sol–gel method. The inclusion of Fe3+ ions into the
lattice of TiO2 significantly improves the photocatalytic activity towards visible region for the effective photodegradation
of textile dye pollutant (AB-113). The analytical characterization for the prepared monolith shows that Fe2 O3 has been
uniformly dispersed in the host TiO2 mesoporous monolithic
framework. The XRD results confirmed the effect of calcination temperature through phase transformation from anatase
to rutile phase with calcination temperature >450◦ C. Moreover, the crystallinity of the monolithic material decreases
with increasing dopant stoichiometry. The low-angle XRD
peak confirms the presence of mesoporosity in the monolith
network with systematic pore arrangement. The UV–Vis–
DRS spectra shows that 2 mol% Fe2 O3 doping narrows the
energy band gap from 3.26 to 2.44 eV for the TiO2 monolith. The SEM and TEM images confirm the formation of a
well-defined continuous worm-like porous monolithic framework. The BET and BJH analyses show the enhanced surface
area and pore volume that are associated with the monolithic
design that eventually promotes greater dye adsorption on
the photocatalyst surface. The physicochemical parameters
reveal that the monolithic photocatalyst composite exhibits
superior photocatalytic activity at a solution pH of 4. Moreover, the photocatalyst shows a fast responsive behaviour for
the mineralization of AB-113 dye molecules within 0.5 h of
visible-light irradiation under optimized experimental conditions. In addition, the monolithic photocatalysts are thermally
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and chemically stable over multiple sequential runs with easy
recovery from the reaction medium. Overall, the synergistic combination of the dopant stoichiometry along with the
surface and structural properties of the synthesized mesoporous monolithic materials proved to be a promising material
design strategy for the development of smart photocatalyst
materials for the removal of toxic pollutants from environmental samples.
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